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Board selects new editor for newspaper
William McCartney, "Brodnax
was chosen because ofhis presCENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
entation to the board, his maturity, and his background."
Wittekind said, "What
The university Board of
Publications chose a new edi- David lacks in newspaper extor in chief for The Central perience he mak~s up with real
world business experience.
Florida Future last week.
David Brodnax will fill the Even without newspaper j-0urshoes of two-year editor Don nalism experience, his manWittekind, who has decided to agement abilities can carry
leave the paper to pursue pro- him through."
Brodnax has had a one-year
fessional opportunities.
The BOP, which is made up production background with
of a cross-section of people Orlando Magazine. "I've had
from the university, watches experience with typesetting,
over the operation of th~ news- paste-up, and proofreading,"
said Brodnax.
paper.
For the rest of the spring
Brodnax, a 27-year oldjournalism freshman, was selected semester Brodnax will be
because of his experience in learning the aspects of the job
from Wittekind.
the business world.
"I have a lot to learn and a
According to Wittekind,
"The reasoning behind the lot of people to get to know so
board's decision was that rm going to ask a lot of quesDavid was older and has been tions; I hope everyone will be
patient with me while I'm
otit in the business world."
learning all of this," said
Althou~h Brodnax was not
a member of the newspaper Brodnax.
staff, the BOP felt that he was
Brodnax has asked Dave
the ·most qualified of all the Schlenker, Confetti assistant
candidates.
editor, to serve as managing
According to BOP chairman editor.
by Doris Pfister

•

.

~;

Donna Fitzgerald/CENTRAL LO

New Editor in Chief Dave Brodnax sits and observes

"I think Dave (Schlenker)
Will be a great attribute to me
as managing editor because he knows the staff."
Wittekind added, "David .
(Brodnax) has a slight disadvantage because he doesn't
know everyone's capabilities.
He has a lot to learn, but with
Dave as managing editor, his
job will be a lot easier."
He added, "Dave (Schlenker) will be able to fill the
void. David is surrounded
with a good staff and they'll
also help him out."
AlthOugh Brodnax said
that nothing drastic was going
to change in the paper, he does
have several ideas for improvement.
"I'm not a radical person. I
don't want any major changes
with the paper. We have have
the talent, capabilities, and
the school to make this the
best paper in the state of Florida, andl would like to see that ~
happen," said Brodnax.
Brodnax said that his first
goal for the newspaper deals
SEE EDITOR PAGE 4

Bikes,,·spokes,· only business
for this .c ampus .attraction
by Steve Paradis
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Located between the UCF Bookstore and the
garden wall in front, the Bikewiser, a.k.a. Richard Wolfe, answers questions in the early hour
calm before bicyclists begin presenting their
flat tires and bent frames to be repaired
He leans back in his chair surrounded by
bicycles and bike parts and accessories.
Warmer weather and a clearing sky mean he
will be open for business all day.
·He says he can fix about 95 percent of the
problems, he said. He gives advice for the other
five percent.
Why did he come here two and a half years
ago to work on students' bikes? To capitalize on
a basic student trait.
"They spend money," he said smiling. He
referred to Pell grants and other finances that
give students money to spend.
"Bicycles are a means of transportation for a
lot of(students),"he said. He also said students
do not have the preconception that bicycles are
toys. Many. adults and children view bikes as
toys, he said.
On this morning, a UCF football player who
had "bunny hopped over a ditch with no ramps,"
pulled in on his bicycle. The Bikewiser tightened up some bolts and serit him away free of
charge.
He explained that most customers just have

maiI).tenance problems, but not everybody.
A \YOman came in to have a bike repaired for
her son who needs it for transportation. She
said the 10-speed had collided with a car, but
damage to the bike was minimal. The Bikewiser explained to her that he would fix it and
clean up the chain and other maintenance
chores for $25 and the price of a new tube forlhe
flat. front tire.
Wolfe didn't always fix bikes. He started
riding bicycles seriously when he commuted to
Florida State University. He learned the basics
ofbike repair in shops in Atlanta which is where
the name Bikewiser was born.
Sitting at a barbecue restaurant with friends
and drinking beer that rhymes with his nickname, an ex-girlfriend thought it up. They all
came up with a corresponding slogan - the
King of Gears.
Since then the Bikewiser eats and sleeps
bicycles.
He fixes bikes during the week at UCF, but ,
on the weekend he races them with other
members of the UCF Bike Club and Team UCF
both of which he helped found.
.
Every weekend he and other members of the
team go to local races, he said. But there have
been problems with the team.
UCF Student Government supported Team
UCF last year with funds, but abruptly cut
them off this year after forming a "grave mis-

CONFETTI
• Confetti takes a look
at the recent INXS show.
Plus, all the latest facts
you never want to know
in Dirty Laundry. Tired of
the Dotties? So's Something Different!

SEE BIKE PAGE 5
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The proposed amendment will allow for two (2) alternate Justices on
the Judicial Council. Since the Judicial Council consists of seven (7)
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Computer viruses spreading
Malignant programs eating up memories across U.S. schools
of course, huge amounts of data can be destroyed.
_
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
"There is no limit to the damage that can be
done," opines Dan Updegrove of Educom, a
There's a "virus" killing computer memories consortium of campus computer officials, addat a number of campuses.
ing viruses can infect national networks.
Self-perpetuating programs that automati"The virus," moreover, "is something that
cally clog, delay or erase computer memories can regenerate itself. What it does may or may
have damaged systems at the universities of not be malignant," Updegrove says.
Delaware and Pittsburgh, at Lehigh and
Students and faculty members have lost
George Washington universities, overseas at files, papers, messages and research to the
Hebrew University in Jerusalem and through- virus on various campuses.
out much of the international e-mail system of
"The virus was more than an inconvenience,
International Business Machines since Decem- but not a disaster," said Ann Webster of the·
ber., 1987.
University of Delaware's computer services
Such "viruses," explainR Ohio State com- office, which has been trying to flush the virus
puter center official Martin Solomon, are en- out of its system for months.
coded onto disks and, when inadvertantly actiSometimes called "Pakistani" or "Brain" vivated by someone giving a routine computer rus, the computer "disease" was invented by a
command, destroy whatever data are in a student in Pakistan "for fun." He put it on a disk
computer's memory.
for a friend, and the program, going disk to disk,
The destruction can begin merely by down- eventually spread to the U.S. sometiI~e last
loading programs from public bulleti_ oards.
When a large mainframe system is
~cted,
SEE COMPUTER PAGE 5
J.M. Rubin

Europe gaining popularity
More Americans studying abroad says report

..

spending time abroad,the IIE's Ed1ice Howard ·
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
speculated it was because of a .
growing sense of "world citiMore U.S. students are opt- zenship" and because, at least
ing to spend a year of college
until the U.S. dollar's recent
overseas, the Institute for In- slide in value, foreign tuition
ternational Education re- was cheaper than tuition at
ported March 1.
many schools at home.
It found that more than half
Most of the students - 63.8
the nation's colleges - 1,898 - percent- studying abroad were
had
female.
students earning -academic
Western Europe, in tum,
credit abroad in 1985-86, the was the most popular place to ·
year the IIE's study covered.
study, attracting 76.8 percent
In all, 48,483 students were of the students in foreign proenrolled in classes overseas, a grams.
79 percent increase from the
Only 7 percent of the college
27,145 students in foreign migrants enrolled in Latin
study programs during 1982- American colleges.
83, when the institute - which
Among individual councoordinates academic ex- tries, Great Britain was the
change programs for hundreds students' favorite. More than
of U.S. campuses - did its last 29 percent of the students who
census.
went overseas studied at camSUPER TUESDAY
While the study did not ask puses in the British Isles, the
Students sit and wait for voters needing the information to make the right choice.
why ~ore students were IIE found.
Staff Report

•

• STUDENT PERSONNEL
The Student Personnel
Club would like to invite you to
hear a guest speaker talk
about "Women in Business."
The meeting date wili be
today in Phillips Hall in room
228 at 4 p.m. Everyone is welcome.

• HUNGARIAN SPEAKER
Professor Marta Feher of
the Technical University of
Budepest, Hungary, will
speak on the topic of "Seventeenth /Century crossroads of
the Mathematization of the
Natural Sciences." The date
for this event is Wednesday,
March 23, at 8 p.m. in the
University Dining Room.
The lecture is sponsored by
the departments of Humanities, Philosophy, and Religion
in cooperation with Student
Government.

free. For further information
call 425-BARD or 422-4050.

• STRAWBERRY SPRING
Strawberry Spring, with
around sixty or more artists
displaying their works) will be
held at Mead Gardens, Winter
Park, on April 9 and April 10
from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. There
• STUDENT ELECTIONS
will be musical entertainment
The spring 1988 Student
from 10 a.m. till 6 p.m., booths
Government election dates are
and rides for children and
as follows:
adults, and various other fun
March 7 to March 1 7 are
things ~ncluding a Little Miss
when petitions will be availStrawb.~rry Contest for chilable from 9 a.m. till 5 p.m. in
dren to raise money for the
SC 155D.
• SHAKESPEARE
American Cancer Society. The
From March 14 till March
Is it possible that a play by general admission will be $3
1 7 the candidates will offi- Shakespeare written in 1599 and $2 if purchased in adcially declare their candidacy influenced American history . vance. Children under six will
from 9 a.m. till 5 p.m. in SC in the 19th.century? Does an be admitted free. For more
155D.
actor's role ever become his informdion contact the
On March 18 the names of reality ...nd if so, what ar.e the American Cancer Society at
the eligible candidates will be consequences?
Was Johi_ 1 843-8680.
posted.
Wilkes Booth, - Abraham
April 5 is the deadline for Lincoln's assassin, in an al- •SPIRITUAL CELEBRATION
write-in candidates.
tered state of consciousness
The Florida Conference
On April 6 a Presidential when he committed the crime? Youth ministry department is
and Vice presidential Forum Come explore answers to sponsoring Spring Fest '88,
will be held from 11 :30 a. m. to these and other questions March 19, 3 p.m., at Mead
12:30 p.m. on the Green. ·
when John Andrew's- educa- Gardens on South Denning
Elections will be held April tor, author, and historian- dis- Drive in Winter Park. The
12 to April 13 on the Health cusses Shakespeare's "Julius young adult spiritual celebraand Physics Green from 10 Ceasar." He will speak on tion will include a wide variety
a.m. to 7 p.m. For more infor- Thursday, March 10, at 7:30 of Christian musical artists as
mation, please notify Robert p.m., in the Bush Auditorium well as a contemporary ChrisBliss, Chief Commissioner.
at Rollins College. The event is tian drama troop, all tO per-

form in the amphitheater located on the garden grounds
Central Florida young
adults are invited to attend the
event which will feature
Higher power, a Miami-based
contemporary vocal group;"
Destiny, a talented Christiap
drama group; and Larry
Curley, a local Christian artist
· and composer.
For more information call
Allan martin at 898-7521,
extension 124.

• JOB SEMINAR
The Program and Activities
Council is sponsoring a "Resume to Payday" job search
seminar Tuesday, March 22,
from 9 a.m. to 12 p.m., in the ·
Student Center Auditorium.
Tips on how to prepare a job
search strategy, networking,
and expectations of the
Orlando job market will be
discussed. For more information, call Kim Cole at 27 52633.

• GOLF TOURNAMENT
The Margorie Knopf Memorial Golf Tournament will be
held Saturday, April 2, from 2
p.m. to 5 p.m., at the "Let's
Putt America Golf Course."
The course is located on State
Road .434 in Longwood. The
cost for the event will be $3 per
person and the proceeds will
benefit the American Cancer
Society.
For additional information
call 843-8680.

• 5000 METER RUN
The 5,000 meter Dr.
O'Leary Memorial Run will be
held April 18 on the U,CF
campus. The race will be held
at the UCF Recreational Services next to the swimming pool
at 8 a.m. The entry fee is $5
before April 15 and $7 the day
of the race.
- There are 13 different age
groups on the men's side that
will have individual competitions and 11 age groups for the
female racers. There will also
be a division for male and
female wheelchair participants.
T-shirts will be
awarded to the first 300 entrants and trophies will be
awarded to the winners in
each division. For more information, call 275-2050.

• GROUNDBREAKING
Because of unforeseen conflicts, the tentative date for the
groundbreaking in recognition
ofUCF's founders, celebrating
UCFs 25th Anniversary, has
been rescheduled from March
25 to April 5 at 2 p.m.
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raged Cole, which the Review
ran on the cover of its next
FROM PAGE 3
issue with the headline "The
Truth Hurts. Cole Explodes
The Review, one of the first Over Review Criticism."
and most successful conserva- - In response,'about25people
tive student journals that have picketed in front of stores that
appeared on more than 40 advertised in the Review, and
campusessince1983,hasbeen called for the March 3 camblasted by Dartmouth faculty puswide anti-racism march.
and students for its strident
Meanwhile on March 1,
railing against affirmative U.S . . District Judge Shane ,
action and minority recruit- Devine dismissed a lawsuit
ment.
filed against Dartmouth by 3
In February, Cole objected former Review staffers who
to another Review article call- had been disciplined for deing him "academically defi- stroying anti-apartheid shancient" by labeling staffers ties on the campus in January,
"white-boy racists.".
1986. The students - Deborah
Review Editor Chris Bald- Stone, Frank Reichel and Terwin and 3 co-workers talked to esa Polenz - had wanted their
Cole after a Feb. 23 class, offer-· academic records cleared, and
ing him the chapce to rebut the administrators barred from
Review's charges in print and "intimidating and interfering"
demanding an apology for call- with the Review.
ing them racists. As Cole and·
Devine, however, ruled
Baldwin began shouting at Dartmouth had not violated
each other, a Review photogra- their rights in disciplining
pher took a pictµre of the en- them.

TENSIONS

LOCAL CAMPAIGNING
UCF students shuffle through political paraphenalia on Super Tuesday.

EDITOR
FROM PAGE 1
with advertising.
"I'd like to increase the revenues for
the paper and I think the proper advertising could do that," said Brodnax.
"The logic behind my idea is that the
staff has some really great ideas, but
it's going to take .more money to put
these ideas irl place. By increasing the
revenue from advertising, I feel that we
can really improve the paper." ·
Brodnax explained that production
was the second priority for the paper.
"We need to perfect the current sys-

tern of production. We 'really need to
reduce the number of errors. The layout for the paper is outstanding," said ·
Brodnax.
Another idea Brodnax is working
with is to have two copy editors instead
of one.
"This will take a lot of pressure off of
the copy editor; it's big responsibility
for one person to handle so I think
· things will run more smoothly if there
are two copy editors," added Brodnax.
The _idea of adding a columnist for
the Tuesday issues of the paper is also
being considered.
"Confetti only runs on Thursdays so
I think a columnist-type feature would

be a nice addition to Tuesday's paper,"
said Brodnax.
The responsibilities of the editor-inchief include appointing all staff positions and overseeing the operation of
both the business and editorial offices.
Paul Stephenson has been chosen by
the BOP to continue as the paper's
business manager.
Stephenson, a senior, has worked as
the business manager a year. His main
job is to make sure that the business
transactions are successful from the
time the advertising representative
gets the account to the time the revenues come in.
Stephenson is responsible for the

•

•

budget and oversees most of the business. The business manager is also in
involved with campus relations.
"The business manager is the
editor's right hand man dealing with
organization of the paper'" said
Stephenson. "David has some good
ideas for advertising. We need to better
serve our market."
"We need to find our target market,
outline it, and approach it effectively,"
said Stephenson.
"David is very well versed in the
professional aspect. and tha.t 's exactly
what the newspaper needs. The paper
needs direction and DaVid can provide
it," said ~tephenson.
·

•

•

The 18th Student Senate created the Sponsored
Leadership Scholarship to ·be awarded annually to 10
students "who have improved student life on campus."

•
•

•
•

Applications now available at
Student Affairs AM 280 ·or Student Center Main Desk

•

\

Deadline for Application:
March 25, 1988

,.

•
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BIKE
FROM PAGE l
conception" that amateur bicyclists
make lots of money, Wolfe said.
He said SG read a flyer stating that
amateur bicyclists can remain amateurs as long as they do not make more
than $1,000 per week in winnings.
"We're not racking up -an this

COMPUTER
FROM PAGE3
summer .
For example a program, Solomon explained, might
ask a user to type in a simple command like "yes,"
_ which, in tum, starts the process of unlocking files on
a disk and destroying or damage the data in them.
Some viruses can "infect" new disks that are used
in the same machine. At Lehigh in . Pennsylvania,
changed dates on a system file tipped off an alert
official that a virus was abroad on campus in Decem·
ber.
"We knew about viruses,. but we had no plan for
dealing with them," said Tim Foley of Lehigh's Gorn-

•

•

much of a special interest group, but
they still support the crew and waterskiing teams.
The Bikewiser answers questions
about the· team controversy slowly
thinking about each phn ··~. Behind
the dark glasses at!d sunny blond hair,
he answers in short sentences and then
elaborates.
He said repairing bikes at UCF is
"not a high profit" job, but, "It supports

money,"he said. Only the top amateurs
make money like that.
He explained that there are four
divisions of amateur bicyclists with I
and II being the top divisions consistillg of people who do nothing but race
and sleep.
Most of Team UCF are in divisions
IV which basically means they are licensed bicyclists; he said. .
Wolfe said SG said the team was too

puting Consulting Services.
At Delaware, the number of students who reported
lost files on their disks grew through the se:mester. At
the busiest computer site, the main library, the virus
infected about half the site disks.
Both schools notified computer users of the problem, recommending that students use only their own
disks and that they start the computer themselves for
each use.
And both schools have succeeded in getting most of
the infected disks out of circulation, though
Delaware's Webster worries "some may tum up on
seldom-used disks later."
Far worse things were in store at Hebrew University of Jerusalem. Found only because it increased
the disk space of existing programs and slowed the

•

me."
. The Bikewiser also said repairing all
tho_se flat tires and tightening all those
bolts doesn't get· boring, but he gets
"aggravated and discouraged"' at the
placement of his shop.
He would like to move to the plaza
across the street from UCF. But for
now the Bikewiser is satisfied with his
spot. He works from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. if
it's not raining, or too cold.

system when it .ran on a Friday the 13th, the Israeli
virus was programmed to wipe out all files on May 13,
Webster said.
"It's not easy to plant a virus. The average hacker
doesn't know how to do this," said OSU's Solomon.
While Solomon thinks the best protection against
the virus may be the courtesy of fellow computer
users, many campuses are adopting security measures.
Idaho State Univei:sity, for instance, now has
security checks and passwords. Solomon's Ohio State
dumps data onto tape every night.
Some schools, like Lehigh, are considering commercially available "watchdog" programs to boost
their security. But Educom's Updegrove had a
slightly different answer.
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The 2nd Annual F9reign Language Festival and Competition will st.
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Massachusetts racial· unrest spreads to elsewhere
by Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Minority students at a wide range of
campuses have begun protesting.in the
wake of the 6-day takeover of a University of Massachusetts-Amherst building.
Since the UMass takeover ended
Feb; 23 with an agreement to try to
ease minority students' c~mpus isolation and punish other students for
"racist" behavior more severely; students at ·nearby Hampshire· College
have o.ccupied a building in protest of
similar college racial tensions.
During the week after the UMass

takeover, moreover, studen ts at Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology, the
universities of California at Santa
Cruz, Texas at Austin, Maryland,
Pennsylvania and Ohio State and Yale
universities gave administrators lists
of "demands" for changes in the way
collegiate minorities are treated.
The "demands" typically were for more
"sen~itivity" from campus
newspapers, tougher discipline for
·white students who have slurred or
even physically beaten minority students, more funding for minority student and
.
faculty recruiting and - at Pennsylvania - more library jobs for black students.

Regardless of the specifics, the ef- . tion. We expect the negotiations will
forts seem to be a reaction to "a general end to everyone's satisfaction Within a
feeling of'being pushed under the rug," few days."
The sit-ins and occupations, moreexplained:Anita Feannan, 1 of the 50
students who took over Dakin House at over, may be spreading to other issues.
Hampshire College.
About ·30 students opposed to Central
"The students felt the college is not Intelligence Agency recruiting at the
moving fast .enough to establish a University of Dayton took over the ofmulti-cultural community," said ficeofPresidentRaymondL.Fitzfor2
Hampshire spokeswoman Lee' Wicks. days last week.
Schoor officials are negotiating to end
The students will be charged with
the sit-in, but demands that Hamp- misdemeanor trespassing charges, and
shfre provide $10,000 for ·minority may also face university disciplinary
programs were a stumbling point, she actions.
said.
'
But Fitz agreed to conduct open foHampshire won't take any discipli- rums discussing CIA recruiting on
nary action against the protesters, campus before the agency returns to
Wicks said. "We're hoping for a resolu- recruit students next fall.

'
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Naille:
Position:
Major:
Class
Status:
Office
Number:

John PorterCelebrating;~;;so(Servic.e
-Senator, Colleg·e
of Arts & Sciences
Political Science
Junior
275-2 91

What are you r expectations of UCF in the future and how can you
contribute as a senator?

•

UCF is a quickly expa~ding academic institution which is also experiencing
_growing pains. It is my goal to work to increase those facilities which currently
do not fulfill the needs of our campus: convenient parking, lighting, dormitories,
and a student union.

What are the responsibilities of being a Senator?
All Senators attend weekly Senate meetings to gain a better understanding of our campus and to deliberate
on the issues whi~h affect us all. In addition, I serve as the Faculty Senate Liason, the Chair of the Clubs and
Organj.zations Committee, and as -a member of the Activity and Service Committee. ·Through all of these, I
can better represent the student body and make an attempt to improve our experiences at UCF.

•
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Reagan's n~w bu~get
for edu·cation comes
as pleasant -surprise .

•

a

In Tuesday's Central Florida Future, an article appeared about students who "stopped out," that is,
· took a semester or two ofrfrom college. Many of these
students did so in order to raise the cash they needed
to attend college.
Yet these students are hooking themselves into a
vicious cycle, because a student who drops out for a
semester usually finds that tuition-has been raised
when they return. This is ~specially the _cas~ in
Florida's state universities, where in-state, under. graduate tuition has been raised 4 7 percent in the
last four years. The combination of rising tuition,
-s hrinking financial aid and dropped semesters becomes an almost impassable mountain that a student
,must somehow climb in order to get ·a degree.
That's why the recent budget moves by the Reagan
Administration come as such a surprise.
The budget submitted to Congress by the presi- ·
dent includes a 9 percent increase in student financial aid. It's part of a compromise b~tween Demo- .
cratic leaders and Reagan that came about during a
December budget summit.
The Pell Grant program seems to benefit the most.
The maximum -grant would rise to $2,300, an increase of$100. Also, the number of students receiving
grants would be hiked to 3.4 million students, an
increase of 2·50,000. It may seem small when spread
across America, but it's better than a cutback:
Other programs are making moves as well. Work-study programs would jump to $600 million, gaining
an additional $12 mjllion. Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants would take an $8 million
step upward to $41.6 million.
It almost sound too good to be true, considering the
. financial ~id cuts students have had to endure in the
past few years. And it couldri't have come·at a better
time for Florida st~dents.
Consid·e r this: According tp Dr. Dale A. Hicks, the
associate director of counseling at the University of
South Florida, many students do not "stop out" because "~hey are afraid they won't come back." A book
about stopping out reported that 30 percent of Princeton students Who drop out fail to complete their
degrees.
· These are ivy League students, supposedly the
cream of the crop. How much does that number
increase for Florida students?
Finding financial aid is difficult under normal
circumstances. Finding it the last few years has been
even tougher. Hopefully, this oudget request wili
become a reality, and will help tip the scales toward
the side of the students.
Better yet, here's hoping that "stopping out" can be
stomped out.
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A note t·o my son in New York
-First, thank you for calling. You have written me
twice in your four years of high school, and called me
maybe six times, so each contact is a treasure.
You are angry because I have said when you stay
with us, there will be rules. One of these is an 11 p.m.
curfew weeknights.
~I'm 18," you said. "I shouldn't have to do that."
Then you said, "It sounds like you don't want me to
come down."
You're right, son. I do!l't. I don't think you should
go to regular college here O! anywhere, and I don't ·
think you should come to Florida. You have helped
me make this decision by your continuing actions and
attitude. Remember how; four years ago this summer, I came home at the end of the second week of the
10-week summer you were supposed to spend with
us, and found your hands shaking? Remember how
nervous you were?
.
"I want to go home," you said. "I miss my friends,
my mother, the streets, and people I know. You guys
live way out in the country and there's nothing here
but books and silence." You explained how at your
house there were always people and how you spend
all your time with your friends and are hardly ever
alone.
You have learned little in the past four years. I've
kept in touch with your school gu.j fance counselor.
He says you have a D average· and have switched in
your junior year frqm the regents college program to
the general education one, andthat you care nothing
for study. This tells me that college would be a waste
of time and money.
I further suspect you want to come here be~ause of
the plentitude of available young girls in Daytona
Beach over the limited resources of the same ii:i your

·lltl111111lltl

country. I shall not support the sowing. of your wild
oats, as the crops being reaped lately are filled with
blight and disease.·
Your guidance cour ._elor .also says you have a
strong mechanical talent, and you 'have been fixing
your old car and others as well this past year. I
suggest you go to work as an apprentice mechanic at
a local garage or enter one of the many government
agencies as a motor pool mechanic.
This action also comes from tradition. When I
graduated at 16, my father fold me.I wasn't going to
live in his house past that graduate summer, so I
went into the army. I was very much like yuu. The
main things in my life in 1960 were money income
and women. I d~dn't care for anyone's rules. The army
taught me something that should have been learned
in the family, but was not learned there by either me
nor you:
There are always rules. There is always a boss. No
matter what your age, your- monetary condition, or
status in the powerful, each of us has rules to follow.
Sometimes a president, premier, or international
video-music star decides·to test this proposition, and
soon he is an ex-president, ex-premier, or singing in
a dingy nightclub in Fort Wayne, IndianaL_'We all have rules to follow, son. When you learn
this, come and visit.
Love, Papa ,

'
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includes their view of sexual im- We must crucify the natural, sinmorality (Gen.18:20-19:28, Mk. ful desires in our lives (Gal. 5: 137:20-23, Mt. 5:27-30, Mt. 13:36-_43, 26). I have a natural desire to .,.
Editor:
The immorality of homosexual- Rms.1:18-32, I Cor. 6:12-20). It punch somebody in the nose when
ity is notjust a "Christian belief," was because of our sin that Jesus they do something hateful to me,
it is a principle given by God. It is was killed, crucified (Mt. 27 :11-54, to lie when it can help· me avoid •
a contradiction of terms when one I Cor.15:1-4). How can we live a life tro_uble, or to give in to my sexual
calls himself a "gay Christian;" it's · that caused Jesus to be sacrificed desires before marriage, but to
like a drug dealer in_l\1iami calling and call ourselves his disciples? give into these natural desires •
himself a "good citizen" because of We·can, but it would be a lie. How and to live a life characterized by
the economic prosperity his busi- can we claim that we love. others such would void my, ·a s well as
ness brings to that area. Logan when we endanger others with anyone's, relationship with the
-,
Belle needs to educate himself·on sexual disease because we want to Son of God, Jesus Christ (Heb. 6:
the Bible; it is the work of God and experience some short-lived, self- 4-6). I challenge homosexuals, as
I challenge him to see what it says gratification. That would be like a well as heterosexuals to turn from
about itself (II Tm. 3:15-17, II Pt. drug addict saying that he loves sexual immorality and all sin and •
1 :19-21, Jms 12:19-25, I Jhn 2:3-6, his family and then allowing his to live their lives in service to
Jhn 12:44-50) and to no longer children to starve because he uses Jesus, who dies for us all.
speak in ignorance about it. He the money to satisfy his craving for
•
also needs to see how God and drugs; he shows by his actions that
Dwight H. Sutton
Jesus are united in Truth and this h e loves ¥-mself, not his children.
MBA student

•TAKE ANOTHER LOOK, BELLE

Kathy Johnson
Tlm Ball
Jeannene Burnham
Keith Porter
Scott Wallin
Logan Belle
Leslie Jorgensen
Angie Hyde
Chris Richcreek
Michael G. Hoban
Paul Stephenson
Jan Hemp
Jim Donato
Mike Mccollister
Kelly Darcangelo

Opinions expressed in~ Ct111ml FloridaF11tJUe ore those of the editor or writer and not
necessarily those of the Boord of Publications. University Administration, or Boord of
Regents. Letters to the Editor must be typed and inc lude the a uthor's signature,
major and phone number. Letters o re subject to editing a nd become the copyrighted property of the newspaper. TMCellll'Ol"FloridaFwMT• ls o free, non-profrt. iwice
weekly newspaper published during the academic year.
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ALCOHOL & DRUG ISSUES
Are You "Informed"
or are you "Pressured" About Drugs?·

.

CSN

.

COLLEGE SATELLITE NETWORK
DRUGS: WHERE ARE WE? ~
LIVE Via SATELLITE
WEDNESDAY MARCH 16th, _1988 ·

March 16: Drugs: where Are We?
LIVE Via Satellite at UCF
CSN Teleconference in the
WILD PIZZA 1:00 - 4:30

AT UCF's

March 16:. WFTV - Channel 9
Presents
"Kids Out Of Control"
8 P.M. ·
from Laurel Oaks Hospital

WILD PIZZA
1:00 - 2:00 P.M. (EST):· FACING
. SUBSTANCE ABUSE: A Guide for Victims
& Helpers
2:00-3:00 P.M. (EST): CSN ends this segment
of our telecast for a one hour break to allow onsite discp-: •:i0n and campus wrap-around activities relateu. t .o · ~his special two-hour teleconfer-

March 17: "ILLUSIONS"
A_World-Class Magician
John Fabjance
~

March 16-25: "Safe Break '88"
Kicks Off SPRING BREAK
UCF STUDENTS
"Pledge Not To Drink And Drive"
•
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3:00 - 4:30 P.M. (EST): PEER· PRESSURE:
From'Use -To Abuse
1
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UCF Robotics Club

*'
*'

Kappa Delta
Everybody watch our Nat'I Pres. Core
Stegall on Good Morning America Friday
at 7:30 a.m. Sat. Is Shamrock be there at
101 Remember this Is our big philanthropy
project for NCPCAso get psyched! We're
all really excited about Greek Weeki Smile
KD's we've got a lot to be happy about
but most of all smile because we're sisters
and there's nothing like ltll .
Delta Tau Delta
Get psyched for Q:eek Deltweek, look on
·calendar for events. Car wash on Sun.
Chp. meetingSun. at6. 5o'clOckAdmln.
meeting. Happy B-Day Jim- Rawllns. PREPARE. FOR SPRING BREAK.

ROBOTICS
J
I f* ROBOTICS
W f*
ROBOTICS
ROBOTICS *\ 0
ROBOTICS ·
I 0 f
ROBOTICS
ROBOTICS
ROBOTICS *\ N I*
ROBOTICS *\-/* ROBOTICS
General meetings: Fridays @ 4:00 p.m. In
CEBA 187. We're on our way to the second annual walking machine decathlon,
Aprll 14-16@ the Univ. of Maryland. Go
R.A.L.F. gollll!llllllllllllllll

*

P.S.: SW.AM.I. RALF. Stands for StrateglcWalklngArtiflclal Machine Intelligence
Robot Allen Life Form.
Student Personnel Association
Join us this Thursday, March 10 for an
update on Women In Business. We'll have
a special guest speaker. Everyone welcome! HPH 228, 4 p.m.• 3- lQ-88

Pl Kappa Alpha
Don't forget about 2 way social tomorrow. Greek week starts Monday be
readyll Pledge clean up Sur:iday.
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Grear 3-flres pledges and brothers! Remember this Fri & Sat. the annual TKE softball tournament! Fri at Lake Claire Lii sisters
are treating to a BBQ and softball game!
TAU EPSILON PHI - Did you go through
fraternity rush and found none of the fraternities wereforyou? Do you feel llke you
don'tknowanyoneon campus? Well now
Is your chance to become a founding
father in your own chapter. You'll make
your own rules, something no other fraternity can offer. Call Adam 249-2543 for
details.
TAU EPSILON PHI - One of the fastest
growing national fraternity Is looking to
colonize at UCF. Freshmen and sophomores preferred. For more Info call ADAM
249-2543.
TAU EPSILON PHI - We're looking for a few
good men. Over 75 years of tradition can
be yours. Join the most successful frater"
nity In America. Adam 249-2543.
Sigma Chi
BROTHERS DAY IS HERE!! 12:30 house. The
coma~

begins. rm~ ladles, we cannot
wait for the social Sat. night. War game
the 20th. Go bros! George, we need ads &
cans, be there.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Brother appreciation week. Party at

xn

Muse Fri. Thanks little sisters.
social In
the Wild Pizza Sat. Be on time guys. Meeting 5:30 on Sunday.
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Thanks Pikes, Zetas and MTis for a great
social. Let's do it again soon PARENT'S
DAY this Sat. at 12:00. Seml-for'mal dress.
Keep collecting those Labels and cans.
Car wash Sun.
Delta Della Della
Yee-Haw!! Ranch dance Is coming up
Saturday night for all you square-dancers
and hay-riders!! Get ready for an awesome ' hoedown! Don't forget to save
those cans for Greek week! Tri Deltas will
be going for the gold! Congratulations to
Dotti Bressi! We love our new field repre·
sentative!

female roommate needed to share a 3
bedroom home close to UCF S180 sec.
plus 5180 a month and 1/3 utilities available Immediately Sally 351-5833.
ROOMIE WANTED - Female, nonsmoker
to·shore 2bed/2batft apt as of May l st 5 ml
from school on Goldenrod 679-6'?.86.
5 bdrm house to sbare with other college
students. 5 mi from campus washer/dryer,
pool, all utilities Included. 275 covers all.
Contact Mrs. Fryer at 647-2525 or 3395104.

Available, beautiful l bd-1 bth & 2bd-2
bth apartments at Forest Highlands Apts.
Call 282-5657 for information.
Spacious 2bd/2bth with all appliances, ·
including washer/dryer. Close to UCF 425/
month + securltY call 658-6386.
Tuscawilla: 2 bedroom townhouse. Lots fo
extras. l Omin. from campus. 5425 per mo.
Call 695-6289.

STUDENT SECTION
No Application Fee
2-Bedrooms 2 Full Baths $475.00
3 Bedrooms 2 Full Baths 5575.00
Pool & Heated Jacuzzi
Washer & Dryer Hook-ups mini-blinds
SUSSEX PLACE
281-6393
Shore a house In Chuluota $120/mth call
before 2:30 p.m. 365-5796.
For rent: 2 bed/l bath apt. large IMng
room, upstairs unit, cleaned and ready to
move-in. $375.00 rent/$425.00 security.
Century 21 Realty Register, Inc. Kathy
Smith, Relator/Asscx::. office: 298-5056.

1980 Pontiac Phoenix,
Runs good, ps, pb, air, stereo, cass., good
tires, well maintained $1100, call 305-295-

0845.

Cookie Works · - Fashion Square needs
part-time help days/eves. Cashier, will
work around your class schedule. 15-20
hours per week. 894-5544.
Students needed to work on Orlando International Airport Survey. Part time employment. 15-30 hours per week (Including weekenas) form March 24 thru Aprll 6.
Duties Include Interviewing departiog
passengers and vehicle counts at various
locations around airport. A neat appearance Is required. Foreign language fluency a plus. Salary: $4.50 - $5.00 per hour.
For more Information call Dr. Harold Klee
(office: 275-2270, home: 678-0767) or
come to Room 251 in CEBA.
Sl0-$660 weekly/up malling circulars!
Rush self-addressed stamped envelope:
Dept AN-7CC-HN, 9300 Wilshire, Suite 470,
Beverly Hill, CA 90212

Florida Choice Food and Drug will soon be
opening two new stor.es in .the Orlando
area. Positions are available In the following depts. Grocery, produce;florol, meat.
sea food, bakery, dell. salad bar, non
food, liquor, cashiers and seekers. Excellent benefits for full and part time, which ,
include company paid retirement. family
Insurance coverage, outstanding vacation, competitive salaries, excellent advancement opportunities. App!Y In person at:
3875 Goldenrod Rd. Winter Park or
11955 E. Colonial Dr. Orlando
Monday - Friday, 8:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Florida Choice Food and Drugs. your first
choice employer. An equal opportunity
employer.
ENGINEERING STUDENTS
We are currently recruiting for PTTechnlcol Assistants for Westinghouse Electric
Corporation.
Quallflcallons:
• Review engineering records/drawings
to retrieve information and load into
computer database.
•CRT/PC Skills required .
• Good Mathematical/engineering/systems background; attention to detail
work.
• 20 hours of work per week: (flexible
hours) M-F
·
If you are Interested in earning good pay
and working a flexible schedule around
you classes; Call ALBEST TEMPORARY AND
TECHNICAL SERVICES for IMMEDIATE INTERVIEW! 896-1912. M-F 8:00 - 5:00.
Car Wash Person/Shuttle Driver
Major car rental co. near airport. Must be
21 yrs. and excellent driving record. 20 hrs
per .week, flexible scheduling. Contact
Wes Ling, Enterprise Rent-A-Car 2901
McCoy Rd, Orlando. 305-859-2296. or
Fred Bruno at 281 E. Hwy 434 LongwOOd
305-339-1199.
MANAGEMENT TRAINEE, ENTRY LEVEL

BOXERS!! Made to Order
Alpha Tau Omega
Hey ATO's Get psyched for Greek Week
'881 Good luck to all greeksl Sun. Greek
Week car washes. Kick-Off party Sat. at
the house. Contact Mark T about car
washes.

Della Gamma
Hey Dee Gees! Let's all remember Ana,
Eva, and Mary this Sat. at Founder's Dayl
Then. grab your marshmal}ows· and head
~>Ver to the ia; Woodser!

KeeQ. th~
golden· anchor in your eye for Greek
Week '881! DGll DGI! DGll H~ylll
Alpha Delta Pl
Get psyched for Greek Week-We know
we can win-Let's show that MI1 spirit!
Greek Week meeting tonight at 6:30. Softball today at 5. Support Suzy ii') the Kt.
Bridal shdwer this saturday. Thts weeks
chapter meeting Is informal. Special
meeting Tuesday March 15, 8-10 which Is
mandatory. Have a relaxing weekend!!
Think Greek Week.

Alpha Epsilon Rho
Attention all R'TV, film, journalism, and
communication majorsl Gain experience
by joining the national broadcasting society. Meetings on Tuesday 5:00 Leaming
Resources Lecture Room.

We will personalize. Use as gifts for any
occasion, sports, greek, & holidays.
$8.00 for one or $14.00 for two. Call Hiede
at x4871 or come by at 255 Volusia Hall
GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1 (U repair).
Delinquent tax property. Repossessions.
Call l-805-687-6CXXl Ext. GH-4628 for current repo list.
1. 7 cubic foot refrigerator good condition
$45. 658-0420.
Puppy for salel Cute, loveable, and very
energetic! $100.00 call 679-4788
Minolta X-570 camera. Autowlnder. 5 lens
package from 24-200. Ail for $425.00 Call
277-8835. Leave message.

PUT YOUR NEW
COLLEGE DEGREE
TOWORKI
Bright. aggressive individual required for
development & expansion of major national corp.; expanding In central Florida
area.
Management trainees "begin at $1100/
mo. salary with 1st year Income growing to
$16,000. Advancement to management
based on performance and merit annual
earnings growing to $25,000 to 545000/yr.
Recent degree preferred. For Interview,
contact Tom McKenna or Roger Price at
305-843-5411 or send resume to:
Enterprise C. 35 E. Colonial, Orlando, FL
32801
ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM. a small
package carrier part-time 0penlngs for
package handlers. Position is for loading
and unloading trucks and moving packages within the terminal. Work shifts available:
11 :00 p.m. to 3:00 a.m.
Salary $8.00 per hour. Apply to: R.P .S. 300 l
Old Winter Garden Road or Call 297-3715.
Need student with car to post posters on
campus bulletin boards. $4.50 to $6.00/hr
+ BONUS. 4 to 6 hrs/week. (404) 873-9042
(day) (404) 982-0938 (eve)

Honda CMc 79, 2 doors, Low mileage,
must sell Sl, 100, call Valerie 275-4411.

Students $7 /hr. Demonstrate reading programs and educational materials. Call
898-6301.
I

Support .your Lonely • 's
and send a letter

CHILD CARE/NANNIES NEEDED
Join our ·NANNY NETWORK• of over 700
placed by us In the Northeast. One year
working with kids In exchange for salaries
up to $300 per week. room and board, air
fare and benefits. We offer the BEST
CHOICES In famffles and locations. Contact Lee Nasehl. a HELPING HANDS. INC.
Recruitment Counselor at 767-fiJ92 (evenings) and ·appllcatlon. Featured on NBC
TODAY SHOW and In OCT /87 WORKING
MOTHER magazine as nationally. recognized leader In Nanny placement. Est.
1984.

Professional Typing 695-6146 $1 /pg.

Our cot Is lost; he's 6 mths. old, grey w/ ""
black stripes, 6 daws on front paws, wearing white flea' collar wrDrughead· written on It. Name Is Jughead. Last seen 2/29
on Khayyam Ave. Reward, call 277-7312.
Ask for Becky or Tim.

ABORTION SERVICES, birth control lnfor.mation, pregnancy tests and counselling.
VD screening, low cost. confidential services and general anesthesia. 898-0921
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization

ABORTION SERVICES
LocalorlVSedation. EarlyPregnancyTest.
Morning-after treatment. Confidential •
Private. woman-owned: A special approach to health care.

Birth Control Center 422-0606

l 030 Herman Avenue, Orlando

Would like to sing backup for rock band. I
do great harmony to any song. Call Jessica after 6 p.m. 240-3883.

•

SWM 6'1., 21 yrs, Independent, intense,

.

FAST TYPING SERVICE

Quick professional service free revisions
UCF's oldest typing firm same day and
weekend service VISA-MASTERCARD.
Over 18300 satisfied students and 4
grouches

671-3007
PROFESSIONAL TYPING
•One mile from UCF Campus•
All types of student documents. Someday
service available. IBM letter quality word
processing.
Fast • Professional •Accurate
WORDMASTERS 27.7-9600 ·
Resumes and cover letters
Designed/ Revised /Typed- 657fil79
Professional Word Processing

*

*

Student Discount
Documents of any kind .
DATA ENTRY EXCELLENCE
740-0227
Winter Park - lmmed. off 1-4

RESUMES/TYPESETTING
Professional Lasertypesetting, many
types of documents. Fast turnaround.
Klnko's Coples Across from UCF
Open 7 days a week 658-9518.

warm and gentle when close. Seeks SF,
18-28 yrs, for friendship and/or relation- ..,.
ship. Should enjoy biking and conversation
LH009

BUD - Tall Black haired, brown eyed male
seeks uncompanioned girl who enjoys
night life and up-side-down kamikazes.
Must have warm personality and like to
dance, and get crazy In convertibles.
LH008
Lady seeks gentleman 25 or older with
good sense of humor and ability to appreciate beauty/Intelligence in one pack- ~
age. Interest In travel, scuba, movies and
classy restaurants helpful. Send lefter and
photo
LHOOA 6

.caring Male Dr, 29. seeks classy loving
female for marriage! Are you seeking a
funny Intelligent down to earth guy who
loves, kids, dogs, music, baseball, cooking ·& romance? I'm him!

LHOOB.
Professional single male Interested In a ..
non-committing relationship with a bright
young female. I like fine cuisine, stimulating conversation, and rock & roll.
LH007

Resumes-Designed & spell checked on
LASER prlr:iter. $10. Call 658-1163.
Top-Quality word processing: experienced, editing, reliable. 366-0538.
TYPING. Fast, special discount. New location. Call Berny 629-0545.
TERM PAPERS - Typed, spell checked,
LASER printing. $2/page. 658-1163.
PROMPT TYPING - 25 years experience.
Theses, manuscripts, papers, etc. Experience In math equations. 50¢ per page
double space. Vicinity East Colonial and
AlafayaTrail.Call 658-2067.
Professional. prompt typing. Disk storage.
Best prices around. Ask about resume
special - Marla 273-6495.

• Tenn Papers, Plus!
Fast accurate typing: term papers, letters,
labels, etc. at good rates! Discounts available. Call any day until 9 p.m. Two miles
from UCF. 657-3502.
Typlng_-Don't sacrifice the personal
touch! 21 years experience. Perfection
my specialty Thesis expert call Susie 2732300 days 647-4451 eves.
Research/Technical Writing Papers, reports & resumes typed. $2.00 page
double-spaced/$3.00 single ($6_,00 minimum -footnotes extra). Call Patsy Hunt
295-8555 day or night.

Dear Doctor,
By the time you read this, It will be your
722nd birthday. Who said a good ll)an Is •
hard to find?
I love you.
Miss Lily
Steve - Happy anniversary! This past year •
has beeh the bestl I love you with all my
heart! Your ·w11e· Sandy
Laura-Stop reading the personals and ~
go study your stack algorithms, or you're
gonna owe me another calzonel
Judy (Cindy's big brother)
Thanks for giving me your bed to sleep on.
It is a ·Hellavabed· for the Hellavaguyl
Hellavaguy

t'

Hey Boss!
Your musical taste Is somewhat questionable and your spleen Is too big for your
head. When do I get to try for the $10
again?
•
YEFA
P.S.
Mike helped me write this.
No I d idn't.
Mike

to

All you have do is write a personal letter to yo~r favorite Lonely• and put it in a §ea led
and stamped envelope with the LH number written on the bottom left. Drop off this
envelope to The Ce_ntral Florida Future business office with one dollar per response and
wait for your reply. Hey,Lonely•'saresafe,clean, low in colestrol, and high in calcium.

•
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Ru_
d y wraps up successful soccer preseason
• by Chris Brady
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UThere were some teams we
played that I n·ever thought we
would have beat as badly as we
didl including two male all-star
teams.'

The UCF women's soccer team closed its spring
workouts Monday, playing William & Mary to a 2-2
deadlock.
Although he would have liked to close a successful
-Jim Rudy
spring season with a victory, UCF coach Jim Rudy
·
Women's
soccer
coach
was pleased with the effort.
"We had to play the first 25 minutes with .only 10
"We did not have the benefit of several players last
players because one of our players was taking a test,"
said. Rudy. "We did not have any subs and were fall .including those two," said Rudy. "Now they are
missing three of our top players.
healthy and getting a chance to play and are doing
"We were in a tough position and still sq.cceeded, well."
but I expect a win every time from this group."
The women's team, fresh off a 1987 NCAA Final
Rudy added that Wiiliam & Mary plays its gradu- Four appearance, closed its spring schedule with a 7• ating seniors in the spring while UCF does not. The 1 record, including four victories in a tournament at
Lady Knights were also without the services of Leslie the University of Florida in which UCF outscored
Suder and Sandy Carter, who sat out with injuries, opponents .23-0. Six of the matches were shutouts as
goalie Karen Richter allowed just three goals.
• and Michelle Akers.
Melissa Fellner and Mauri Harris scored UCFs
"I thought we had a tough spring schedule, but we
goals as the Knights rallied from behind twice . . were just too .strong for them," said Rudy. "There
• Alyson Barnes assisted on Harris' goal. Harris and were some teams we played that I never thought we
Fellner, two players who did see much action last-fall would have beat as badly as we did, inCluding two
due to injuries, received praise from Rudy for their male all-star teams."
spring play.
Rudy was overly pleased with the women's effort
1

this spring.
"We are confident now and have the ability to play
many types of opposition and environments," said
Rudy. "The hard work is out there with the women's
team and I wish it would carry over to the men."
After a good start the men's team finished slowly
in their spring practices to finish with a 3-1-1 record.
UCF started with a .victory over a German team
which left Rudy pleased with the performance. Victories over f,ln Ethiopian team and Florida were not as
impressive.
"Against the Ethiopians we had a chance to put
them away but did not,"said Rudy. "Then we allowed
Florida tO keep it close when we should have beat
them badly."
The Knights then lost to Florida International Z-0
with only 10 players and playing in horrible weather
conditions. The spring ended with a disappointing 22 tie to rival Rollins.
Members of the men's and women's teams will
begin playing or:i club teams for the summer before
the fall season cranks up. The women's team will be
looking to return to the Final Four.
"I think our spring play was a carryover from the
end of the fall season,"said Rudy. "We were allowed a
chance to get a taste of postseason play and are now
hungry to go back."

Foul entertainment

coming for tourney ,
Staff Report
·CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Photo courtesy of Crew Team

The UCF crew team dropped Rollins College to earn the Bradley Cup.

CREW
•

FROM PAGE 20
porting the team is encouraged to come. Directions can be
obtained from any crew member or Coach Dennis Kamrad
(275-2351 ).
CREW NOTES: The Crew
Club Row-A-Thon has been
completed and was · a great
success. The Crew Club beat
the previous known record of
98 hours of continuous rowing
with a 100-hour marathon. At
this time, the Crew Club is not

BASEBALL

•

sure how successful the RowA-Thon was, as pledges are
still being collected. The Crew
Club wishes to thank all faculty, staff, athleti~ directors
and our p'r esident who helped
set up, row, andpledgein order
to assist the Crew Club ...The
Crew Club participated with a
visiting team from the University of Michigan two weekends
ago. The workout was very
successful. All levels of UCF's
program (men, women, experienced and novices) participated in a practice race
against their counterparts
from the University of Michi-

gan. The weekend was very
profitable in helping ·ucF
identify its strength and
weaknesses .... Jeff Boddiford,
one of the returning Lightweight National Championship oarsmen from last year's
UCF Championship Four, was
invited to a second testing for
the Lightweight Na ti on al
team. Jeff participated in the
test two weeks ago in Melbourne and had a very successful tef\t. Coach Kamrad is hop~
ing Boddiford will be invited to
one of the development camps
or the actual Lightweight
National team tryouts.

"I am working on developTurner's ultimate dream is
ing
another pitch which will professional baseball. HowFROM PAGE20
help me."
evet, he realizes that someday
Unconcerned with individ- he will have to hang up his
The practice against the ual statjstics, Turner's pri- spikes, a quality Bergman
wall may have helped Turner mary goal is an NCAA postsea- admires.
develop great control, which son tournament bid.
"I would like to get into the
"He .is a real gamer and
he feels is the strongest aspect
tournament and I think that · competitor . who knows his
of his game.
"The key to my game is is an indi~dual and team limitations," said Bergman.
"He is going to get stronger
throwing strikes and keeping goal," said Turner. "Hopefully,
the ball down," said Turner. we can turn things around and be an excellent college
"My best pitch is the breaking with a winning streak and get pitcher as he gains experion a roll."
ence."
ball.

: The famous San Diego
Chicken will ma~e a· special
guest appearance at the UCF
Baseball Complex Friday,
March 18 as part of the Burger
KingiLife ofVirginia Classic to
be held at the UCF Baseball
Complex earlier that week.
"The Chicken" will appear
at UCF's game with Bradley
University that Friday night.
Game time is 7 p.m. Tickets for
"The Chicken" game are priced
at $5 and will be available at
the gate.
"The Chicken's" appearance will be only a part of an
action-packed week of baseball. The Knights will entertain Bradley University, Eastern Kentucky University and
Liberty University in the
week-long event.
Games each day will begin
at 1 p.m. and 7 p.m., with the
Knights playing the nightcap
each day.
Week-long family passes to
_the Burger King/Life of Virginia Classic are priced at $25
and individual passes are $15
(including "The Chicken"
game).
Bradley
University,
coached by Dewey Kalmer, is a
member of the Missouri Valley

Conference. The Braves were
41-21 last year and 11-9 in ·
conference action.
Bradley will be led into tournament action by first base. man Daren Epley. Epley batted .351 last season, with nine
home runs and 51 runs batted
in. Bradley's top returning
pitcher is Brian Dour. Dour
posted a 6-4 record last season
with a 3.33 earned run
average.
Eastern Kentucky University is a member of the Ohio
Valley Conference. The Colonels were 28-15-1 last year,
including a 12-4 mark in
· 1eague play. The Colonels are
coached by Jim Ward, who has
fashioned a 54 7-342 career
mark in collegiate baseball.
Junior rightfielder aon
Pezzoni leads the Colonels into
action in '88. He batted .407
last year, with four home runs
and 32 runs batted in.
Leftfielder Scott Privitera batted .397 with seven home runs
and 35 runs batted in.
Liberty University is
coached by Bobby Richardson,
a former major league great for
the New York Yankees.
The Flames return their top
two outfielders to the squad .
this season, Rodney Carter,
who batted .341 last season
and John McClintock who
batted .313.

by Michael Marini
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The Knights baseball team suffered a 2-1 loss to
the University of Maine Black Bears Monday night
before a crowd of 345 at the UCF Baseball Complex.
UCFliead Coach Jay Bergman was pleased with
the Knights' overall' effort, but said the team's poor
hitting played an important role in the loss.
"Our pitching is as consistent as it's ever been, but
we aren't getting support froni the bats," Bergman
said. "We haven't hit the ball all year."
Sophomore pitcher Brandon Turner (1-3) pitched
seven scoreless innings for the Knights before Mame
third baseman Gary Dube singled in Mike Dutil in
the top of the eighth, giving the Black Bears a 1-0

lead.
The Knights rallied in the bottom of the eighth and
tied the game when sophomore Bill O'Toole doubled
to score Vince Zawaski from third base.
Maine broke the tie in the top of the ninth after
collecting three consecutive hits. Designated hitter
Gar)r Taylor led off with a double, followed by Gary
LaPierre's single, moving Taylor to third. Second
baseman Bill Anthione then Q.it to left field off UCF
reliever JeffJohnson to drive in the go-ahead run and
seal the victory. .
Bergman was surprised by Maine's pitching effort,
which limited the Knights to seven hits.
"They p!tched better than we thought they would,"
Bergman said.
UCF (9-8) will host Iowa State Friday at2 p.m. and
7p.m.

Turner trying to defeat frustration
Hurler pitching .spectacular, but has only 1-3 recoro to show
was contacted by larger programs such as
Miami,
but felt he wasn't cut out for that level.
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
"But the bigreason I chose UCFwas because of
Coach Bergman."
·
If sophomore · pitcher
He was an All-Area selection for four years at
Brandon Turner is learnPierson Taylor where he had a 38-7 career
ing anything from this
record, including three no-hitters. Turner was
season, it's how to overnamed MVP his last two years and the team's
come frustration.
most outstanding pitcher for three years.
Turner found the adjustment from high school
Brandon Turner
The righthander has
pitched brilliantly this
to college challenging. ·
season, but has only a mer'e 1-3 record to show
"In high school, you can get away with a
for it. His last two outings, losses to Florida and mistake and you don't have to face nine good
Maine, were heartbreaking as Turner allowed batters," said Turner. "But in college you have
to pitch to every batter and not just throw.
only two earned runs in each game.
"Every batter 'that steps up to the plate in
"Brandon has not gotten any breaks this year
_
at all," said coach Jay Bergman. "He had great college can hurt you."
Turner had _a 7-5 · record in his freshman
performances ~gainst Florida and Maine and
s.eason with a 4.5 earned run average. His
has nothing to show for it.
rookie season at UCF was a learning experi"He didn't deserve to lose either game."
Turner, however, has taken it in stride, . ence.
"I learned a lot of things about pitching such
keeping things in perspective.
"You just can't worry about it," Turner ex- as location of a certain ball," said Turn.er. "I also
plained. "I remember last year against Arm- . learned to just go get the ball and get back on
strong State. I gave up about 10 runs and still the mound when something-goes wrong."
Turner has been playing baseball ever since
won the game.
"Those things even out. You have to accept he can remember. His father, who played at
the fact that sometimes you will wip. when you Florida Southern, got him started and Turner
has since been hooked.
pitch bad and lose when you pitch well."
"I used to make up games that I could play by
Turner came to UCF via Pierson Taylor High
School where he played varsity ball since the myself," said Turner. "I would tape a square on
eighth grade. The opportunity to pitch right ,a wall and pitch a tennis ball against it, trving
to get it in. the square."
away lured him to UCF.
"I knew that they had lost some pitchers and
that I .could play right away," said Turner, who
SEE BASEBALL PAGE 19
by Chris Brody

File Photo/CENTRAL FLOR1DA FlJTURE

Brandon Turner has pitched exceptionally well for UCF.

Crew rows past Rollins
for eighth straight year
by Paul Garcia
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE ·

BIG SMASH!
The Lady Knights tennis team is coming off of an 8-1 drubbing of St. Leo on Monday. All six
_of UCF's singles players won their match. The Lady Knights are now 4-7.

The UCF crew team defeated Rollins College for the
eighth straight year to win the
Bradley Cup. UCF has won the
cup since the- inception of the
regatta between UCF and
Rollins.
. Despite the overcast
weather, the water conditions
for racing were very good.
UCF's heavy novice men's
eight took first place, en route
to breaking the course record
for their event with a time of 6
minutes and 25 seconds.
In the four-man crews,
UCF's two novice men's boats
took· first and second, with
Rollins taking third. UCF's

·

novice
women's
eight
squeaked by Rollins for a first •
place.
UCF's varsity crews, men's
and women's eights, received
gold medals for their first- t
place finishes. Both crews held
a very strong open lead on
Rollins, and gave UCF the ii
points it needed to move ahead
to take the overall points trophy.
•
It was a very psychological
boost for the team to win its
first regatta of the season. The t
team will be racing in Clermont Saturday against crews
from·Rollins and Miami. This
will be the last race in the
Orlando area. Anyone who is
interested in seeing and supSEE CREW PAGE 19
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*1ie Central Florida FY~·.,.0

..

by Benju v. Bautista and Logan Belle
The room was packed to capacity. The air was thick with anticipation. The crowd was ready
to rock. Any person who passed by the Orange County Civic Center last Wednesday night would .
have been able to guess even without the illuminated sign that said "SOLD OUT." INXS was in
town. The show was defmitive proof of the popularity of this band.
As the spotlight foc~sed on the large yellow curtain with the circular emblem on the center of
it, the members of Public Image Limited, the ope~g band, quickly emerged on the stage. John
Lydon, a.k.a. Johnny Rotten, dressed in a bright red suit, quickly took control of the show.
Though his voice was virtually drowned out by the guitarist, he still was loud enough to be heard.
They ripped through such songs as "Seattle"and "Angry." Asking the audience if they were still
there, they continued to perform several more songs from their latest album, Happy?. They
finished out the forty-five minute set with "Rise," "Holiday In The Sun"(an old Sex Pistols song),
and the very energetic "This Is Not A Love Song." After thanking the audience, PIL left the stage
to make way for the boys from down under.
The crowd eagerly stood on their chairs and looked for a glimpse of INXS' lead singer Michael
Hutchence, drummer Jon Farriss, bassist Garry Gary Beers, guitarists Kirk Pengilly and Tim
. Farriss, and keyboardist Andrew Farriss. They weren't dissapointed as the band took the .
stage and launched into the tittle song from theft latest album Kick. They continueq using
their energies on the next song, "Guns In The Sky," a song about the Star Wars defense
program. Even though they tried to remain faithful to their albums, they substituted
a hot sax solo by Pengilly for a more somber synthesizer solo by Andrew Farriss. But
the energy and inspiration didn't fade as they continued with the music with songs
like "Mystify," "The Loved One," a blues type ballad, and the funky "New Sensation."
After H utchence greeted the audience the band went through some of their older
material performing such songs as "Original Sin," from their second album, The
Swing, an acoustic version of"Shine Like It Does," from their third album, Listen
Like Thieves, and their first hit "The One Thing" from their first album,
Shabooh Shoobah.

They again went through both the new and old material performing
riveting versions of "Wild Life," "This Time," "One By One," "Kiss The
Dirt," and "Calling All Na~ions." They ended the whole set by ripping
t throqgh an enhanced version of'What You Need." They exited but not
without adding, "Thank you, good. night!"
But the show was far from over. The audience wasn't rea.d y to leave.
They wanted more and they got it. INXS came back and began their
encore set with their recent Number One hit, "Need You Tonight", which
then continued into "Mediate." The song was enticed with Pengilly's beautiful soprano sax solo, and they ended this set with their current hit, "Devil
Inside." Again they left the stage only to re-emerge to perform their final two
encores; "Good Times," from the Lost Boys movie soundtrack, and "Don't

SEE INXS PAGE 2
I
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Dots make their way in the world
by Logan Belle and Dave
Schlenker

About 100 years ago, a

programs. Mitch Miller was
one the _ top dot owners/
trainers in this market. Most,
however, w®1~~mrtured and
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Raisin playing at Civic Theater, Orlando
by Diana Della Costa

hard. The two older ladies work as domestics, the son is a chauffer and the daughter
What happens I To a dream deferred? I is a college student. They are an ·waiting
Does it dry up I Like a raisin in the sun? on "pins and needles" for the arrival·of the
-Langston Hughes mailman, who is ~bout to deliver the insurance money from Mr. Younger' s
A simple phrase taken from a line of $10,000 death policy. What happens next
poetry became the title of a powerful inspi- keeps theatre-goers on an emotional
rational play that shakes audiences today rooler-coaster ride for the next two hours.
Mrs. Younger, played by Vicki-Elaine
as it did 29 years ago when it was penned.
A Raisin in the Sun , currently at The Felder, deservedly earned the title
Civic Theatre of Central Florida, was "mama" in the play. As a mother, she
written by a 28-year-old black woman couldn't understand what was happening
from Chicago, yet its message of "what to her children as they bickered what was
happens to a dream deferred" remains as to be done with the money. Her son
challenging as ever to the human race: claimed "money is life," to which she ar' The storyline revolves around the gued, "it's being free," after coming from
Younger family, who's trying to build a five generations of slaves and sharecrophouse in an all white neighborhood. But pers. The cash between parent and child
racism isn't really what the play is about; heightens when the son (Jim Coleman)
basically, the play ·is about how the oldest tells his mother he wants the money to
son fights an inner struggle to find the open a liquor store. She wants a better life.
meaning of life's existence, along with the for her children, a home and education for
conflicts and desires of everyone involved. her daughter who wants to be a doctor' but
The scene of the entire play is a tene- not at the expense of alcohol. In Colem~n's
ment apartment somewhere in Chicago's earnestness to play Walter Lee, his
southside ghetto in the 1950's. This is speech becomes inaudible at times, dehome to Mrs. Younger, her two children, tracting from the seriousness of the play.
daughter-in-law, and grandson. Life is
Walter Lee's wife Ruth, was crea~d by

. INXS FROM PAGE 1
Change," also an early hit from their
first album.
This performance showed the Central
Florida audience why INXS has become
so popular. Hutchence has evolved as a
singer. His tall, slender form hovered
over the microphone. His powerfully
distinctive 'voice echoed through the
Civic Center. The guitar work of Tim
Farris and Kirk Pengilly deserves a
round of applause. As they traded their
roles as both lead and rhythm any onlooker could tell that these musicians
were showing off their talents. In their
only Central Florida appearance, INXS
proved that energy is the key to any live
performance.
This band is definitely going places.
INXS has come a long way from the
clubs of Australia. From Shabooh
Shoobah to Kick the band has evolved

musically. The hard style of the guitar
as heard on Kick is a step up from the
relatively tame first album. The song
writing has also changed.· It is more
apparent in the newest album with
"Guns in the Sky" and the tittle song.
INXSistryingtomakeacorm:nentabout
our society in their music. Sometimes it
works and sometimes it doesn't. No
band should put too much me~g
into their lyrics. If the song is overloaded with meaning it takes away from
the music.
The fans know this and that's what
makes a successful band a successful
band. The fans like the music and they
like the members. These guys have
taken America by storm with their new
album and the future is bright for these
lads from down under. Not much could
hold them back as long as they realize
that in the music business "sometimes
yo_u kick, and sometimes you get
kicked!"

the talented Rosalyn Lewis, who shocks
the audience and her family by saying
"yes" to an abortion due to an untimely
pregnancy, something not done openly
during that time period. Adding contrast
to the cast is Beneatha Younger, the rebellious daughter looking for her black
heritage, carefully played by Yaounde
Moore.
Cameron Saulsby winsomely portrays
Travis, the obedient, yet di§obedient child
of the Younger couple.
Richard Blacque and Wayne Brady as
Asagal and George Murchison, beaus of
Beneatha, do a fine job of keeping their
respective characters in character. One is
trying to help her find her past, while the
other is trying to keep her in the present.
Eric Steckel nicely plays the "villain" who
comes into their home telling them that
the residents of the neighborhood where
their mother purchased a home would
like to buy it backfrom them to avoid confrontations 'later.
The crux of the performance when
Bobo (Michael Mormon) tells Walter Lee
that another friend ran off with their in-

SEE PLAY PAGE 7

Calendar
•HUMANITIES
The Project for the Humanities
and Fine Arts will present John F.
Andrews, Associate Director of
Educational Programs at NEH.
Andrrews will speak on
Shakespeare's Julius Caesar and
how it changed the course of
American History. The presentation will be at Rollins College,
March 10, at 7:30. For more information, please call 425-2273.

•

• LASERSHOW
Through March 26, The John
Young Planetarium will present
an all new Cosmic Concert featuring the music of REM. The
music is all from Compact Laser
Disc. Showtimes for REM are 9
and 10, Friday and Saturday
nights. Late shows at the Planetarium feature Yes and AC/DC.
Admission is $4 and the phone
number is 896-7151.

•

··RECITAL
The UCF Department of Music invites all students to attend
a Benefir Recital for The UCF
Friends of Music. Sponsored by
Streep·s Music, Klaus Hellwig
will perform on the piano. The
event will be $14 donation and
$7 fot students. For more information, call the UCF Dept. of
music.

•

• ART EXIBITION
An exibition of works by Purchase Award winners of Images:
A Festival of the Arts is on display
at Atlantic Center for the Arts
through March 31 in New
Smyrna Beach. The ex:ibitlon will
showcase award-winning paint·
tngs, sculptures, works of fiber,
caly, photograghy, and more
from the past elevn years. Please
call James J. Murphy at (904)
427-6975.

-·

•ORCHESTRA
Joining the Florida Symphony Orchestra for two performaI)ces Will be Grammy
Award winning Tony Tenille.
From Gershwin to Cole Porter,
T!!nille sings with the orchestra
Thursday, March 24, at 8pm at
The Bob Carr Performing Arts
Centre, and Friday, March 25 at
the Hyatt Regency Grand- Cypress. For information, call.8960331. .

.

'

• FOLK FESTIVAL
· The Ballew-Champion Memorial Folk Festival will present
some of Florida's finest folk
muscians coming to honor the
late Jim Ballew and Paul Champion with a two-day, two-night
celebration. To be held on the
grounds of Pine Castle Center for
the Arts, 6015 Randolph Street,
Orlando, gates will open at 9am,
March 12-13. Pl~ase call 6471177.

..

•TALENT NEEDED
The Winter Park Chamber of .
Commerce Cultural Affairs
Committe is seeking performers
for their upcoming outdoor
music festival to be held May 21.
The show will be in the city's
Central Park and for those
groups interested in showing
their talents, call Dorrie Swain at
645-2181.

~::~~~~m
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The Joshua Tree deserved so much more
by Thomas McGauley

•

its spiritual questing, U2's musical portrait of
emotional decay can only be matched in rock and
U2's The Joshua Tree, perhaps the best and roll with the Bealtes "Seargent Peppers".
most eloquent call for ·human understanding and
The people who bring us the Grammys say they
spiritual awareness that this or any generation do so to award "music of artistic and technical
has made, recieved only one award- album of the excellence." They do no such thing. The Grammy
year- at the 1988 Grammys. This r~cognttlon was awards of this year were a celebration of all that is
not enough. The Joshua Tree not only deseived blantantly commercial and emotionally superfi. album of the year- it deseived album of the dec- cial in popular music. From Whiteny HOuston's
ade. There has been no album in the 80's tha~ can opening to Michal Jackson's ludicrously apequal its passion and humanity. Indeed, for its plauded performance, the Grammys bordered on
articulate simplicity, its artistic complexity, and being an absurdity.

Michal Jackson, although his insipid album
"Bad" recieved no awards, seems to be the ~arling
of the crowd. With his hand on his crotch, he gave
a mediocre, lYJ>-synched performance that was
greeted with a riotous standing ovation. Here is a
man- or whatever he is-who has the wealth of a
large corporation and yet sings of how a stai-vtng
child sleeping in the street feels. He also sang a
song asking for the young people to change .the
world for the better, and then, during commer-

..

SEE GRAMMY PAGE .5·
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Decisions. Decisions. Decisions.
And thats not all \\e can offer.
There's also flexibiiity. Starting with your first position. Continuing with every promotion.
And th~re's quality. The difference between winning and just getting by. A value that runs through every
one of our restaurants.
But let's go back to decisions. General Mills Restaurants. Inc. is an expanding family of restaurants
that reaches across the globe. We're Red Lobster; America's favorite seafood restaurant. We're The Olive
Garden: a rapidly expanding concept featuring fine ltalian cuisine in an elegant dinnerhouse setting.. We're
York's: family restaurants serving buffet style ·in more than 100 locations.
We're a lean company that depends on our store management team to make the decisions that will help
us grow. 1\venty years of increasing success.has taught us to guide; not prescribe. Managers have one
goal; manage a business to bring customers back'time and time again. Which gives them freedom to think.
And lead.
Prove you're a good decision maker with us and you're going to have plenty of decisions to· make. Like
where your career path should take you. And how fast.
·
Want to know more? Good.

We will be Interviewing on campus March 22.
Contact the placement omce to make an appointment
with a General Mills restaurant representative.
Or send your resume today to Rick Sevigny, Red Lobster. Dept. RMS/CF. P.O. Box 593330, Orlando.
FL 32859. Equal Opportun;ty Employer M/F.
-

~GENERAL MILLS RESTAURANTS. INC. ·.
•

RED LOBSTER®

THE OLIVE GARDEN®

YORK'S®

0 General Mills RestauranlS. Inc. 1988. Equal Opportunity Employer
I
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Gays consider bringing bac~ organization
···=~<~~i~;t~)~-1~

by Logan Belle

cussed in the first article, many gay

j;~,td~'04 ~111m~~~;~~~~ ~=~:::~:~
. At~W'.';~_~/.. ,that all gay people are going to go to

are ins~ure about what they are.
_This article is~'t meant to make you
stand up and proclaim yourself to the
world. That is for you to do in your
own time. This article is just here to
make you realize that you aren't
alone in what you are feeling. If anything this article should help you
come to terms with yourself and to
also show you where you can get help
if you need it.
Currently, steps are being taken to
start up a dea~ charter of a Gay Organization on campus. Lance, a UCF
student says that in order to get the
charter reactivated. all they need are
eight people. 'Vie need enough
people to say it's worth it."
It is believed that at least 10 percent of the campus population is
either homosexual or lesbian. Most
of them need a place to converse with

different s~~t~pt¢.f~¢lj~~;:,:.::
There is also ~. ,,o~gfilnzation off
campus that gay people attend. It's
called The Center of Central Florida
for the Lesbian and Gay Men of
Orlando. This organization provides
gay individuals with counseling, discussion groups and other varteq activities so that a gay person can assoelate with other gay people. Most
have found it quite an experien~e and
have marvelled at how many new
friends can be made. The purpose for
the Center is support for the Gay
community. Most of the people that
attend Sunday seIVices at The Centerfeelthattheycanpracticetheirrespective religion without feeling
guilty about what they are. As dis-

came to it [God] on their own after a
period of free thinking, .. says Lance
Smith. "which makes it all the more
relevant rather than the people who
had it indoctrinated into them from a
very early age." Lance feels that some
Christians are only Christians because they are too afraid to question
those beliefs which is more along the ,
lines of submission.Next week the views of both
straight and homosexual ministers.
For those who are interested in
more information on The Center call
(305) 894-7097. And if you are interested in starting up a Gay Support
Group for UCF Students, call the
above number _and leave a message
for Lance.

Kappa

1:

AMERICA'S TOP INCOME OPPORTUNITY
Become a Stockbroker and Earn over $100,000 a Year.
No Expe~_ence Necessary.

rn : : an: : : :mnmu rnrnrnmm: : : :

Saturday, March 12
·froin 11:30 a.in. to 2:30 p.tn.
at the Holiday Inn Airport
5750 T.G. Lee Blvd.

•
· Tickets - $5.00
- ~~~~r8_~·
:··· _ FOR
CALL TODAY! "' . .
M...,l>tt SIPC, 11.UD, MSIUI
uom-11.T.11..ur..,..,..

_

INFO OR RESERVATION
CALL RALPH LOFFREDO
1 (800) 247•6587

NOW HIRING FOR TAMPA OFFICE.
SEMINAR DATE: Thursday, March 17 TIME: 7 pm
LOCATION: U.C.F. Biology Building • Room 215
GUEST SPEAKER: Bruce Eaton • Author of bestseller "No
Experience Necessary; Earn $100,00 A Year As A Stockbroker."

(at Door)

• Door Prizes
• Classic Wedding Attire
Will Be Modelled

i
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,

2nd Haircut FREE

GRAI\lMY FROM PAGE 3

Ask for Gloria at
Donts Hair Station
520 Regency Square
(Next To Melons) In Casselberry
834-8919

20% Discount on all hair services with UCF I.D.

•

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--"~~~~~---I

The CLAST... will you pass?
Get help with
Getting Ready for the CLAST
Reading, Writing, Essay, Mathematics
The 1987 edition Includes Instruction and sample tests created
using the latest state CLAST specifications. You'll discover where
you need help and you'll get the help you need.
~
Ask for It at your bookstore.

.:J:_ H&H Publishing Company, Inc.

cials, he told them, for unknown millions, that the only
. important thing for them to
change was their soda pop.
The problem with the
Grfilnmys was not that the
music awarded was so bad,
but that the music from the
Joshua Tree was so transcendent. "I Still Haven't
Found What I'm LOoking
For", a song. of spiritual
homelessness, was beaten
out for song of the year by
"Somewhere Out There", a
song about a homeless rat.
Bruce Springstien's much
welcomed return to artistic
truth was awarded with best
r~k solo performance for
"Tunnel of Love". On this
Album Bruce returns as the
story teller of the young in

~...,.--~~--"---~'----~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

.

.

r-----~-------------,

SAVE20%

•

On complete pairs of contact lenses or eyeglasses
and visual examinations at

20120 EYECARE CENTER

America searching for iove.
endurance. and ecstasy.
Sting's intellectualized
lament Bring On the Night,
won for best male pop performance.
Whitney
Houston's poppy I Want to
Dance with Somelxxly
,
which M1Vwore threadbare.
won for best femal pop performance. Paul Simon's
-G raceland
won for best
record, and Jody Watley won
for best new artist.
U2, who also won for best
rock group, -perhaps created
music too seeminlgy bleak
and reali.Stlc for the Grammy
people, those minions of
blind optomism, to fully acknowledge. The theme of The
Joshua Tree is that of the
desert symbolizing the spiritual dryness of the modern
world. The Joshua Tree itself
is mythologically p_u rported

to be the tree that pointed the
way out of the desert forcertain prophets of antiquity.
Herin lies the hidden optomism of the album that the
Grammy people missed. U2
is saying there is a way out of
the desert. The music is a
call: a call for love and compassion and for new dremers
in the spiritual decay of _our
epoch. As Bono sings: Desert
sky/Dream beneath a Desert
sky /The livers run but soon
run dry /We need new
dreams tonight .

The music of the Joshua
Tres represents the desert of
apathy and indifferance that
grow, surge, and fester
within us all. But with art as
passionate as this, even if it
isn't recognized by the established order, there seems to
- be a rain cloud in the desert
sky.

can

Present this coupon and Student
I.D. when your order
is placed. ··

Eye Exams
on the pr_emesis
by an independent
Optometrist.
Not Valid With Other Offers.
Expires 4110188

L~~~!~~~~v_!J_N~~~~~~~~~~

Executive Services
Equipped with Desktop Publishing,
computer graphics, a laser-printer, and
a scanner, we give your manuals,
engineering applications, overheads,
graphics, thesis papers and term
papers the professional touch.
'

249-1263

FIGHT CELLULITE ¢
Z.
EFFECTIV.ELY
WITH
~

.o

lnfraS/im ·

TAKE A 20 MINUTE STUDY BREAK
Tan The WOLFF .S YSTEM Way!
Where The Sun Always Shines!

I Buys-visits - Get 5 Free! 1
- ·---~~---····

.l:/

=

~

I
I
I
I
I
I
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TAN-FASTIQUE introduces
Deep Heat therapy for the treatment of cellulite and body con- ~
touring. Call today for your free ~
consultation.
~

$19.95
FIRST TREATMENT

Call for appointment

~
~

$29.95

and become eligible for a
drawing of 25 lottery tickets to
be given away on April 15th.
Sign up a friend and get 2

visits free!
Coupon expires 4/15/88

USO'

I
I
I
I
I

·----------··

TAN-FASTIQUE TANNING SALON

(•11")1

:I

lm TOWER PLACE • M-F: 8:30-9 P.M. • SAT: 9-5 P.M. •SUN: 12-6 P.M.

1

10376 E. Colonial Dr. • 282-6042

_..
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all incredibly old."
,... Caught Between Sequels
A few years later and after a ton of
movie sequels, the release of Arthur
on the Rocks , the unexpected sequel
to Dudley Moore's Arthur, will soon
be upon us.
While the name is still in question,
Arthur on the Rocks will star Moore
ir Fact of the Week
(Dudley. not Demi) and Liza. yet the
Caution: Masculinity can be haz- part played by Sir John Geilgud will
ardous to your health!
be somehow be recreated (he died in
It's been proven that men with the last movie). One can only. wait
hairy chests are more likely to con- and see.
tract cirrhosis of the liver than men ,... Confetti staff results are ·out
with bare chests. .
Conjetti, the UCF bible of fashion,
,... Dazed and Confused
officially annouces its list of what's in
Former Led Zeppelin members and what's out for '88. Among the 'in'
Robert Plant and Jimmy Page re- list: Geeks, girls named Leslie, pink
cently played together on Plant's new (fushia). infidelity (yet Glenn Close is
album, Now and Zen. .Although out), conservative sex. "Something
rumors are flying, Plant still denied Different". long hair, corduroys,
the possibility of a Zeppelin reunion turtle-necks, skinless, boneless
in.the March issue of Muscian maga- chicken breasts, sexism, racism, and
zine.
disco Oust kidding). What's out: Baby
- "I don't think it's a good idea at all, ... movies. honest candidates. traffic,
Plant says. "It was a great band and young, neo-conservative students,
you can't get it together like Deep politics in general, lip-sync., Bruce
Purple and take it out there and look Springsteen and South Dakota .

·Dirty Laundry
,... Next Stop,The White House
Rock star and the world's most re.pulsive human being. Alice Cooper.
has announced his candidacy for
governor of Arizona.
Acting Arizona Secretazy of State.
•Karen Osbourne, says Cooper has
not yet contacted the office . At this
pbint, he is considered to be running
as a "write in."
4
Considering the brutal format of
Cooper's stage show, Capital Punishment will definitely be a leading fac"tor in his campaign.
,... Amazing Medical Facts
The greatest thing about severing
.your spinal cord is the orgasm that
follows. (Honest).
·
You see. every cloud really does
have a silver lining.

..

,... Quote : Alice Cooper
"The sicker the audience gets, the
sicker we'll get."
,... One More Fact for the Week
Alice Cooper has no friends.

PLAY FROM PAGE 2
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B~tler Plaza

Chinese

1417Hwy436
#145
Ca~selberry, FL

Restaur.an.t

(Face How~ll Branch)

Tel: 678-1998
OPEN:
7 days a week
(Dinner Only)

.-------,
110% OFF I·

I
I
I The cost of I
meal I
I your
I with UCF I.D. I
I Genghis l< han I
I
~
A
I
I
I
L------..1
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:vestme·n t. After much soul
searching and digressing
about what to do, Walter Lee
fin~ly becomes the man of the
household that his mother
raised him to be.
All in all, it was a good per·formance, but it came off as
being too-well rehearsed with
lines being rushed, upsetting
the timing and tempo of the
play. Also the introductory
music, along with the scores
between was louder than it

should have been, causing
many patrons to cominent on
it.
Nevertheless, viewers got
the message. Director Michael
Fortner expresses it by saying,
"... the oldest son ... has fallen
victim to American m~terialism which can enslave men
and women of any race." Yet it
was the protagonist who stood
up to the occasion and told his
family they were moving no
matter, thereby saving
everyone's dream from being
deferred.

BOYS CLUB

ARNIE DILLO HERE. LOOKS LIKE
DILLO DAZE ST ART ONE HOUR EARLIER! YEAH,
YOU HEARD ME RIGHT. DUE TO VORACIOUS
CONSUMER DEMAND, l'M GETTIN' OUTTA BED ONE
HOUREARLIER. CHECKOUTOUR
......-..--........_ NEW, IMPROVED HOURS BELOW.

•Buy-Sell-Trade
• New & Gently Used
CD's ·Tapes· L.P.'s
• Boss Posters, too!
• SEE what $1.00 will buy

.ASSET... OR LIABILITY?
Your help can make all the difference.
Louis Harris and Associates recently surveyed adults
who were members of Boys Clubs during their youth.
·the results:
... 3 out of 4 report their Club experience helped them
avoid trouble with the law.
... A substantial majority say the Club helped them in
school and to learn leadership skills.
.. . 9 out of 10 believe the Club is important to success
in later life .
. . .Today, 2 out of 3 former Club members are professionals, managers, skilled workers, propdetors, or
in sales.
·
The research is overwhelming proof that Clubs help
young people gain self-esteem and develop the motivation to become roductive citizens and leaders.
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ute to a lost star. The only major drawback to
this exc~llent concert was that the crowd was
t oo small to give the atmosphere of a major
musical event. The bands had the audience
ensnared .from beginning to end, but the
small turnout had to be as disappointing to
the musicians as to the concert goers. The
small showing can't be attributed to the
bands, but to the lack of promotion and ad-

vertlsing for the show. There wa~ _~o mention
of the concert in local papers or ori local radio:
a sign on Eddie Graham's Econlockhatchee
billboard is hardly sufficient promotion for a
show of this quality.
Yes, Orlando, good concerts here aren't
limited to Orange County Convention Center
and the T-Bowl. But it helps when people
know where the concerts are. If publicity can
rise to match the quality of the acts, Eddie
G~ham and C/V Productions may strike
gold.

American
Academy of
Dramatic
Arts

FORTHE BEST FREE TAX ADVICE,
. DON'T ASK HERE.

l
1

A NEW PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
· Is Being Organized
to serve

Founded in 1884, the Academy has trained more
professional actors than any other school or college
in America. Academy alumni have won nominations ~or
·
84 Oscars, 58 Tonys and 103 Emmys . .

EAST ORANGE COUNTY!!
SERVICES BEGIN
10:00 a.m. MARCH 13
Temporary Location
15222 EAST COLONIAL DRIVE
(In Bunker Hill Center 2 I /2 miles East
of Alafaya Trail o~ State-Road 50)

One Hundred years
- of training actors.
The Academy offers a six-week summer program
and a two-year Associate Degree program. You
may receive Academy training in New York or in California.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL 568-3111 or 380-0951

For an application and further infonnation call THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF
DRAMATIC ARTS (212) 686-0620 , 120 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10016

w -

Dr. Rod Pinder, Jr.
Organizing Pastor

X

PRESBYTER.IAN CHURCH (USA)
1

Robert Redford

Julia Duffy

· 1:00 P.M.
7:00 P.M.

Danny DeVito

Kate Jackson

John James

Bradley Vs. Eastern Kentucky
Liberty Vs. UCF
•

MARCH15
1:00 P.M.
7:00 P.M.

-

-Eastern Kentucky Vs. Liberty
Bradley Vs. UCF

MARCH16
1:00 P.M.
7:00 P.M.

-

Bradley Vs. Liberty
Eastern Kentucky Vs. UCF

MARCH17
r

·1:00 P.M.
7:00 P.M.

-

•

Bradley Vs. Eastern Kentucky
Liberty Vs. UCF

MA-R CH18
1:00 P.M.
7:00 P.M.

-

Eastern Kentucky Vs. Liberty
Bradley Vs. UCF ("The Chicken" Game*)

MARCH19 ·
1:00 P.M.
7:00 P.M.

-

Bradley Vs. Liberty
Eastern Kentucky Vs. UCF

' 4
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*

The famous San Diego
Chicken will appear when the
Knights play the Braves.

•
•

